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The wholesale efficacy of computer-based music research is contingent on

the sharing and reuse of data, analyses and processing tools between research

projects. However, computer systems for the analysis and manipulation of mu-

sical data are, in general, not interoperable.

At the technical level, there exist numerous low-level encoding formats for

music, each catering to a particular kind of music, notational convention or

software tool. In many cases, these encodings implement a shared set of musical

concepts, such as pitch and time. However, tools designed to process one format

cannot be applied to another, even when the information content is suitable [6].

At the conceptual level, ontologies are used as schemas for semantic represen-

tations of musical data and analyses. These models tend to focus on particular

application domains, such as meta-data for recorded music collections [8], or

audio feature extraction [1]. In many cases, these models contain a mixture of

music-generic and specialised domain-specific concepts which can make difficult

the large scale integration of knowledge from disparate domains [4].

Technical interoperability can be achieved through properly planned data

abstraction. In computer science, abstract data types [ADTs: 3] are used to hide

irrelevant implementation details behind simple interfaces which make explicit

the concepts and functionality relevant for a specific task. Different concrete

encodings can be rendered equivalent when viewed through the same abstract
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interface.

Conceptual interoperability can be enforced through a top-down approach

to conceptual modelling. In knowledge engineering, upper ontologies are used

to prescribe a common ontology architecture for connecting, and guiding the

development of, interoperable (non-overlapping) domain ontologies [2].

Interfaces at appropriate levels of abstraction combined with high-level, over-

arching ontologies are required for the effective linking of research projects in

collaborative music scholarship [7]. In this paper, we present the Constituent

Structure Model, a general purpose music representation system which builds

upon previous research on abstract representation [10, 5, 9]. The purpose of the

model is to provide researchers with a common conceptual framework for link-

ing research domains, and an abstract interface built from ADTs which supports

multiple concrete data formats.

A constituent structure is an abstract, multiple-hierarchical data structure

for representing music and music-related information in a uniform way. Nodes

in the hierarchical structure are called constituents [10] and are used to repre-

sent diverse kinds of musical objects. Constituents can be fitted with attributes

which capture the inherent characteristics of musical objects. The types of at-

tribute values are user defined ADTs; the model is parametric in the set of

abstract types required for a given application. The hierarchical relationships

between constituents represent the compositional containment of musical ob-

jects; a constituent is composed of a (possibly empty) set of other constituents

called its particles.

The Constituent Structure Model is entirely music-generic, subsuming many

existing approaches to representation. It can be seen as a meta-conceptual

framework, into which domain-specific representations can exist side by side.

The different representational requirements of application domains are accom-
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modated through the introduction of new ADT specifications to specialise the

representation. The use of ADTs offers two main advantages: firstly, process-

ing tools can be applied to any concrete encoding format by plugging-in the

appropriate implementation. Secondly, ADT specifications provide formal doc-

umentation of the specific mathematical and computation properties of the rep-

resentation of musical objects. Making this theory explicit affords greater trans-

parency and interoperability between information systems by bridging the gap

between ontology and programming.

We give an implementation of the Constituent Structure Model in JavaScript.

The components of constituent structures are implemented as JSON objects

whose interface operations include insert and lookup of constituents, getting

and setting of attributes, and extraction of a constituents’ particles. ADT in-

terfaces are implemented as JSON objects which can be used in a modular way

to extend the model’s interface. Implementations of ADTs can be plugged-in to

produce executable JavaScript functions. We include JavaScript modules con-

taining ADTs for pitch and time as per Wiggins et al. [10], as well as standard

numerical and string implementations of both. The purpose of the library is to

aid in the development of interoperable software tools for computational musi-

cology. Tools implemented using constituent structure interface are agnostic of

the underlying encoding format and work on any kind of data so long as the

requisite implementation is given. This allows the the user to focus on data

modelling and application development for his or her intended problem.

We present a demonstrator application which uses our JavaScript imple-

mentation to perform simple analysis of music data. We demonstrates how the

implementation supports generic processing of musical documents by applying

the same analysis algorithm to two different underlying encodings of the same

musical material. We demonstrate how the Constituent Structure Model sup-
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ports the representation of both low-level input data and high-level structural

analyses in the in a uniform way. Representation of the output of analysis meth-

ods is something which is often neglected by music representations systems, and

is a significant advantage of the proposed model.

We conclude with a discussion of the advantages of abstract representation

and how the Constituent Structure Model not only affords greater interoper-

ability between systems for digital musicology, but provides a strong basis for

a general purpose music knowledge representation system. We briefly mention

three areas in which work on this project is proceeding. First, we mention work

explores extensions to the model which accommodate addition representational

features including musical surfaces, non-hierarchical constituent relations such

as similarity, workflow capture, and extrinsic properties of constituents. Second,

we mention work carried out to deploy the Constituent Structure Model on the

semantic web using a number of OWL ontologies. Third, we mention work pro-

ceeding in defining a logic-based language for expressing sophisticated structural

properties of constituent structures which supports automated inference.

The presentation needs of this submission are only a projector with standard

laptop connections.
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